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Abstract

Our purpose in this work is to track agents’ activities and to
issue a report in terms of plans or procedures that are likely to
be in progress, for applications such as surveillance, situation
assessment, hazard detection.
Starting from both Kalman filtering and Boutilier’s general-
ized update, a symbolic “commonsense” estimator has been
designed and implemented. The relevance of prediction is
shown for activity tracking and the symbolic estimator –
KALMANSYMBO – is designed as a two-step (prediction and
correction) iterative process that calculates a preference rela-
tion on a set of activities, given the successive observations.

Introduction
Automatic activity tracking aims at reporting what agents
are doing thanks to observations that are perceived through
sensors or communication. Applications include surveil-
lance, situation assessment, hazard detection, in context
such as sensitive sites, autonomous systems, pilot assistance.
For the sake of clarity, we are considering a simplified
surveillance application involving pedestrians and vehicles
on a car park (figure 1).

Figure 1: the car park

The purpose of this work is to track the agents’ activities
and to issue a report in terms of activities that are likely to be
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in progress and activities that are expected next. For the car
park example, activities involve e.g. movements of pedes-
trians and vehicles, departures from and arrivals in the car
park.

Whatever their origins – human observers, physical sen-
sors, communications – observations are supposed to be pre-
processed and delivered as homogeneous sets of properties.
The translation of sensor data into symbolic information is
outside the scope of the paper but has been implemented
in the framework of PERCEPTION project (Barrouil et al.
1998).

With such observations, the idea is to design a symbolic
estimator that tracks and predicts the agents’ activities, by
analogy with both numerical estimators such as Kalman fil-
tering – that tracks and predicts state parameters of a de-
vice – and symbolic update and revision processes. We will
see in the sequel of the paper that prediction is significant
for activity tracking as it allows relevant activities to be fo-
cused on. This particular point differentiates our work from
Rota’s (Rota & Thonnat 2000) who does not consider pre-
diction when recognizing activities from video sequences,
but compares with Largouët’s (Largouët & Cordier 2000)
who revises observations taking into account the expected
state of the system for an image classification problem, or
with Dousson’s (Dousson 2002) who gradually constrains
the instances of chronicles by new matched events in order
to predict relevant forthcoming events.

Numerical estimation, belief change and the
symbolic estimator

Activity tracking amounts to updating a representation of the
observed agents’ states according to observations. Regard-
ing this topic, two points are worth noticing:

1. both Automatic Control and Artificial Intelligence deal
with updating state representations (resp. worlds) accord-
ing to observations, respectively with numerical estima-
tors (e.g. Kalman filtering (Grewal & Andrews 1993))
and belief revision and update processes;

2. some papers on belief change (Dubois & Prade 1998;
Boutilier, Friedman, & Halpern 1998; Boutilier 1998;
Benferhat, Dubois, & Prade 2000) refer to numerical es-
timation.
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An extensive study of both approaches (Cossart & Tessier
1999) has shown that:
� despite their different representation framework (numeri-

cal vs logic), they can indeed be compared;
� update processes have tended to get closer to the princi-

ples of Kalman filtering. For instance, Boutilier’s gener-
alized update (Boutilier 1998) and Kalman filtering:

– are both based on an evolution model1 (a state equa-
tion, resp. a world evolution model) and an observation
model;

– both involve a two-step process – prediction and cor-
rection (resp. revision) – which consists in modifying
the uncertainty features of the representation of the
state (resp. the worlds), as time goes by and new
observations are taken into account; the best estimate
of the state (resp. the preferred worlds) is (are) the
most certain, the other ones make up the dispersion
“around” it (them) – see figure 2.

Generalized update:
gaussian distribution associated with state

Kalman filtering:
preference relation associated with worlds

dispersion

best state estimate 
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Figure 2: uncertainty features in Kalman filtering and gen-
eralized update

Nevertheless, some differences remain, e.g. generalized
update does not involve non-stationary models, whereas
Kalman filtering does in general; moreover, generalized up-
date remains at a theoretical level, whereas Kalman filtering
is widely used for operational systems.

KALMANSYMBO is inspired by both approaches: the phi-
losophy of the Kalman filter is the basis for the prediction
and correction processes, and a preference relation on the
activities is used to represent the matching uncertainties.
KALMANSYMBO is also inspired by commonsense: human
beings tend to predict what is likely to happen and correct
their predictions thanks to what they perceive.

Models and observations
Boutilier’s generalized update rests on an event-based
model: an event e maps a world w into another world w’
and is associated with a (numerical) plausibility of the oc-
currence of e at world w. This is a local view, as the focus is
on individual worlds and not on sequences of worlds. More-
over, the semantics of plausibilities may be hard to assess.

1in this paper, a model is a representation of the dynamic be-
haviour of an agent or a system.

Our purpose in this work is to have a more global view
on the agents’ activities, and especially on the agents’ se-
quences of activities. Therefore the evolution models (plans)
are sequences of activities and are equivalent to the pos-
sible “state equations” of the agents (as a reference to the
state equation in Kalman filtering), i.e represent the expected
agents’ behaviours. Activities are conjunctions of properties
which meet the “domain constraints” (Sandewall 1996) and
describe commonsense knowledge about “material objects
and their properties” (McCarthy 1989): this is quite close
to the approach described in (Santos & Shanahan 2002) for
describing the relations on physical bodies for image inter-
pretation in a robotics context. Observations are also con-
junctions of properties. Therefore a theoretical framework
to describe conjunctions of properties is needed.

Formalizing conjunctions of properties
Conjunctions of properties are well-formalized through the
cube model (Chaudron, Maille, & Boyer 2003).

Given a classical first order language (Const, Var, Funct,
Pred) with Const the set of the constants, Var the set of the
variables, Funct the set of the functions, Pred the set of the
predicates, and Term the functional closure of Const

�
Var

by Funct, let � be the power set of the first order literals.
Definition: a logical cube2 � is an element of � , i.e. a

finite set of first-order positive literals.
Example: �����	��
��������
����	����
�������	����� �"! .
From the semantics point of view, cubes are interpreted as

the conjunction of the literals (cubes play a dual role with re-
spect to the classical clauses). Thus, by default, the variables
are existentially quantified.

Example: cube �$#%� ���&
'���	�	��
'�(��! is interpreted as
')��*�&
'���,+-��
'�(�.� .

For the car park example, variables are denoted as � ,� , / , 0 ... Constants are the numbers, or denote the name
of the objects (oo1...), the type of the objects (pedes-
trian, vehicle...), the name of relevant places in the envi-
ronment (parking-place, exit...) Predicates express elemen-
tary properties: speed(oo1,0) means that object oo1 has a
zero speed. Finally logical cubes express sets of properties:
type(oo1,vehicle) speed(oo1,x) corresponds to the logical
formula: 
')��213�4��56
'78769:� / 58;�<=�?>'58�@+BA.�C545$DC
78769����C�.� , which
means that object oo1 is a vehicule and has a certain speed� .

As KALMANSYMBO is implemented with Prolog III3, this
syntax will be used in the paper, especially for the examples.

Evolution models
Definition: an activity is a logical cube. It is implemented
as act(name of plan, activity number, objects
variables, cube of properties).

Example: the second activity of plan VD (vehicle-
departure) is described in Prolog as:

2 The term cube was used for the first time by A. Thayse
(Thayse & col. 1989). The term product had been used before
– but not defined – by Vere (Vere 1975).
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act(VD, 2, <y,x>,
< type(y,pedestrian), speed(y,w),

type(x,vehicle), speed(x,v),
getting_closer_to(y,x), {v=0, w#0} >)

which means that activity VD2 holds if there is a pedestrian
with a non-zero speed moving towards a motionless vehicle.

Remark: contrary to Rota (Rota & Thonnat 2000), only
“needed variables” are considered in the activities. There
are no “forbidden variables”.

Definition: a plan is an acyclic interpreted Petri net (Mu-
rata 1989) in which places are associated to activities, and
transitions are associated to conditions representing begin-
nings or ends of activities.

For the car park example, we will consider a simplified
set of four plans based on very simple Petri nets (no par-
allelism nor choices of activities are considered), namely:
PM pedestrian-moving, VM vehicle-moving, VD vehicle-
departure, VA vehicle-arrival (see last page of the paper).

Observations
Depending on the application, observations are delivered
by an observation process either asynchronously (e.g.
through communications), or synchronously (e.g. flight
data recorder), or on request (e.g. a surveillance system
supervised by human operators). The way the observations
are delivered is outside the scope of the paper, it will
be assumed that observations come at processing times9:����� � ���C����� ����� .

Definition: an observation is a (partially) instantiated
logical cube. It is implemented as observation(name
of observation, processing time, cube of
properties).

Example: observation obs3 is described in Prolog as

observation(obs3, 3,
< type(oo1, pedestrian), speed(oo1,4),

type(oo2,vehicle), speed(oo2,0),
getting_closer_to(oo1,oo2) >)

which means that a pedestrian-type object oo1 with a
4km/h-speed is observed and is moving towards a motion-
less vehicle-type object oo2. Identifiers oo1 and oo2 are
given by the observation process.

As for Kalman filtering or generalized update, agents
(pedestrians, vehicles...) are not directly observable with-
out error or do not behave exactly as expected. Therefore
in general, observations will not exactly match the expected
activities. KALMANSYMBO aims at compensating for these
uncertainties and at reporting on the on-going and further ac-
tivities whatever the observation may be. The main process
for that is an observation - activity matching.

Observation - activity matching
Discriminating matching conditions (i.e. conditions that
must be verified according to commonsense) are considered
so as to constrain the matching procedure to output realistic
results (depending on the application).

For the particular case of the car park, the number of agents,
their identifiers and types, and the constraints on the speed
are considered as discriminating matching conditions (i.e. a
one-agent observation will not be matched with an expected
two-agent activity, a pedestrian will not be matched with an
expected vehicle, and a motionless agent will not be matched
with an expected moving agent).

Let Obs be an observation and Act an activity. Four cases
are considered for the matching of Obs with Act:

1. Obs meets the discriminating conditions of Act and the
other properties in Obs perfectly match the other proper-
ties of Act: Obs perfectly matches Act;

2. Obs meets the discriminating conditions of Act and the set
of the other properties in Obs is either strictly included
into the set of the other properties in Act, or conversely:
Obs partially matches Act, and this kind of partial match-
ing will be called partial(1);

3. Obs meets the discriminating conditions of Act and the set
of the other properties in Obs is neither strictly included
into the set of the other properties in Act, nor conversely:
Obs partially matches Act, and this kind of partial match-
ing will be called partial(2);

4. Obs does not meet the discriminating conditions of Act:
matching is impossible.

Definition: the result of the matching of an observation
with a set of activities is given through a preference relation
which arranges the individual matchings, perfect matchings
being preferred to partial matchings, partial(1) matchings
being preferred to partial(2) matchings, all of them being
preferred to impossible matchings.

Notice that partial matchings and their relative prefer-
ences could be further refined depending on the application.

Example: let us consider the observation described by:

observation(obs10,10,
< type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,15),
getting_closer_to(oo22, exit) >)

meaning that a vehicle-type object oo22 with a 15km/h-
speed is observed and is moving towards the exit.

The matching with the activities defined in the plans (see
last page of the paper) gives the following results:

<perfect,VD,5,
< type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,15) > >

<partial(1),VM,1,
< type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,15) > >

<partial(2),VA,1,
< type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,15) > >

<partial(2),VA,2,
< type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,15) > >

The preference relation can be represented in the follow-
ing classical way with the most preferred activities at the
bottom (see figure 3):
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Figure 3: matching results - preference relation

Why matching without predicting is not
efficient

Activity tracking could be achieved with re-considering the
observation - activity matching process described above
each time a new observation comes. Nevertheless, this leads
to erratic results, as it is shown with the following example.

Example: let us consider the sequence of observations:

observation(obs21,1,
< type(oo1,pedestrian), speed(oo1,4) >)

observation(obs22,2,
< type(oo1,pedestrian), speed(oo1,0) >)

observation(obs23,3,
< type(oo1,pedestrian), speed(oo1,4),

type(oo2,vehicle), speed(oo2,0),
getting_closer_to(oo1,oo2) >)

observation(obs24,4,
< type(oo2,vehicle), speed(oo2,0) >)

observation(obs25,5,
< type(oo4,vehicle), speed(oo4,25) >)

The matching results are written in the following table,
together with comments:

Observation Matching Comments

obs21
perfect PM1 (oo1,4)
perfect VD1 (oo1,4) OK

obs22 - no result, speed
constraint not met

obs23

perfect
VD2(oo1,4)(oo2,0)
partial(2)
VD3(oo1,4)(oo2,0),
VA4(oo1,4)(oo2,0),
VA5(oo1,4)(oo2,0)

a new plan (VA) is
considered with the
same objects

obs24
perfect VD4(oo2,0)
partial(1) VA2(oo2,0),
VA3(oo2,0)

matching with VA
“has gone back in
time”

obs25

perfect DV1(oo4,25)
partial(1) VD5(oo4,25),
VA1(oo4,25),
VA2(oo4,25)

new agent, previous
ones are forgotten

The main drawback is that there is no real tracking: the
matching may give no result, or give a result that is not co-
herent with the plans (see what happens with VA), or defini-
tively “forgets” previously observed agents.

Therefore prediction has to be considered and Kalman fil-
tering serves as a basis to design the general principle of
KALMANSYMBO.

KALMANSYMBO: prediction and correction
Initialization
Initialization of activity tracking with KALMANSYMBO is
the plain observation - activity matching described previ-
ously. When the first observation Obs1 is considered, a
matching with all the available activities in the plans is at-
tempted, and a first estimated situation � <=1�
.9��"9$� is calculated
as the preference relation � #�� # on the matchings of Obs1.

Prediction
Let � <31�
 ��� ��� be the estimated situation at processing time
� : � <=1�
 ��� ��� is a set of activities �6�?1�
 ��� ��� arranged by the
preference relation �	� � � .

The predicted situation � <=1�
 ��
B9�� � � from � <=1�
 ��� ��� is the
set of the predicted activities � � 1�
 �
 9�� ��� arranged by the
preference relation �	��� #�� � , such that:
if �6�?1�
 ��� ��� is an instantiation of activity �6�?1�� in plan
�6�?1 # ����� � ���6�?1 � ����� � ���6�?1���� , then:� a predicted activity �6�?1�
 ��
 9�� ��� from �6�?1�
 ��� ��� is
an instantiation of one of the activities of the sequence
�6�?1 � ����� � ���6�?1���� ( 
'�6�?1 � ����� ���	�6�?1���� correspond to the reachable
markings from the place representing 
�6�?1 � � in the Petri net
representing plan 
'�6�?1�#4����� � ���6�?1��=����� � ���6�?1 � � );� the instantiation of �6�?1�
 ��
�9�� � � keeps the instantiated
variables of �6�?1�
 ��� ��� that correspond to properties that do
not change and releases the other ones (e.g. for the car park,
the types of the observed agents are assumed not to change
over time).

Example: predicted activities from the matched activity

<partial(2), VA,2,
< type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,15)>>

are:

ACT_PREDICT(VA,2,<oo22>,
<type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,X_24),
close_to(oo22, parking_space)>)

ACT_PREDICT(VA,3,<oo22>,
<type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,0),
on(oo22,parking_space)>)

ACT_PREDICT(VA,4,<X_30,oo22>,
<type(X_30, pedestrian), speed(X_30,Y_30),
type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,0),
close_to(X_30,oo22),
on(oo22, parking_space)>)

ACT_PREDICT(VA,5,<X_33,oo22>,
<type(X_33, pedestrian), speed(X_33,Y_33),
type(oo22,vehicle), speed(oo22,0),
moving_away_from(X\_33,oo22),
on(oo22,parking_space), {Y_33 # 0} >)

Notice that vehicle oo22 is predicted as such (no change)
and that an agent (a pedestrian) that is expected but not al-
ready observed is identified with a variable. Constraints on
the speeds are also predicted.� ����� #�� � extends ��� � � to the predicted activities �6�?1�
 �	

9�� ��� , which are kept at the same relative level of preference



as activities �6�?1�
 ��� ��� . Nevertheless, if the same predicted
activity with the same instantiation appears several times in
the preference relation, only the most preferred is kept.

Remark: this results in the fact that prediction tends to
“flatten” the preference relation. This compares to what
happens with the probability distribution in the prediction
step of Kalman filtering.

Depending on the dynamics of the observed agents and
on the frequency and focus of the observations, prediction
can be performed either on all the activities of the involved
plans (this is what is done for the car park example), or only
on a limited horizon (i.e. a limited number of activities in the
involved plans). The latter case is considered when temporal
data (durations, starting and ending times) are associated to
activities, as it is the case for procedures in aeronautics for
example.

Correction
Correction is the observation - activity matching when activ-
ities have been predicted (situation � <=1�
 � 
 9�� ��� ) and a new
observation

��� A ��� # comes. Four cases may arise:

1. the new observation can be matched with at least one
predicted activity (according to the matching process de-
scribed previously).
In this case, the corrected situation � <=1�
 � 
 9�� � 
 9$� is the
set of the corrected activities �6�?1�
 �
 9�� �
 94� arranged
by the preference relation �	��� #�� ��� # , such that:
� a corrected activity is the result of the matching of
��� A ��� # with a predicted activity �6�?1�
 � 
 9�� � � ;
� the preference relation �	��� #�� ��� # arranges the corrected
activities from the most preferred ones (perfect matching)
to the least preferred ones ( partial(2) matching).

2. the new observation cannot be matched with the predicted
activities but can be matched with at least one other ac-
tivity (according to the initialization process); this case
arises when new agents are observed (previous activities
are completed or a change of focus of the observations has
occurred).
In this case, the new situation � <31�
 � 
 9�� � 
 94� is the
set of the new activities �6�?1�
 � 
 9�� � 
 9$� arranged by the
preference relation �	��� #�� ��� # , the matching and arranging
processes being the same as in the initialization process.
Nevertheless the previously predicted activities �6�?1�
 � 

9�� ��� are kept in order to avoid sharp changes of focus
in the estimation process in case the new activities are
not confirmed afterwards, and to allow further corrections
to be performed. At the next prediction step, the prefer-
ence relation ������� � ��� # will rank the predicted activities� � 1�
 � 
 9�� ��� at time � as the most preferred ones and the
predicted activities �6�?1�
 � 
 � � � 
 9$� at time � 
 9 as the
least preferred ones .

3. the new observation cannot be matched at all, but the ob-
served agents are already known.
In this case, � <=1�
 � 
 9�� � 
 94� is just a confirmation of
previously observed agents (types, identifiers). The pre-
dicted activities �6�?1�
 � 
�9�� ��� at time � are kept to allow

further corrections to be performed. The preference rela-
tion ������� � ��� # is the same as ����� #�� � .

4. the new observation cannot be matched at all and the ob-
served agents are not known.

In this case, unexpected agents are observed; either it is
an aberrant observation, or it is something that is worth
tracking (intrusion, hazard...) For that second reason,
instead of being rejected, the observation is kept as an
activity within situation � <=1�
 � 
 9�� � 
 94� . Consequently,
if the unexpected agents are further confirmed, the
prediction and correction process will apply to their
activities. As for cases 2 and 3, the predicted activities�6�?1�
 � 
-9�� ��� at time � are kept to allow further corrections
to be performed: the preference relation � ����� � ��� # will
rank the predicted activities �6�?1�
 � 
 9�� ��� first and then
the predicted (possibly) aberrant activity.

Depending on the dynamics of the application, the pre-
dicted activities � � 1�
 � 
 9�� ��� can be kept for several time
steps � 
29���� 
 �6����� � if they are not matched with new obser-
vations. This allows the estimator to keep several tracks cor-
responding to agents which are not observed continuously.

Example

Only for this example, we will consider that the predicted
activities �6�?1�
 � 
B9�� ��� are kept for only one time step if they
are not matched with the new observation

��� A ��� # .
Let us consider the following sequence of observations:

observation(obs1,1,
<type(oo1,pedestrian), speed(oo1,4)>)

observation(obs2,2,
<type(oo1,pedestrian), speed(oo1,0)>)

observation(obs3,3,
<type(oo1,pedestrian), speed(oo1,4),
type(oo2,vehicle), speed(oo2,0),
getting_closer_to(oo1,oo2)>)

observation(obs4,4,
<type(oo3,tiger), speed(oo3,5),
type(oo2,vehicle), speed(oo2,0),
close_to(oo3,oo2)>)

observation(obs5,5,
<type(oo2,vehicle), speed(oo2,0)>)

observation(obs6,6,
<type(oo4,vehicle), speed(oo4,25)>)

observation(obs7,7,
<type(oo2,vehicle), speed(oo2,10)>)

The results given by KALMANSYMBO are synthesized in
the following tables. Rank 1 corresponds to the most pre-
ferred activities.

Rank � � 1�
 9��"9$� �6�?1�
�� �"9$�

1 perfect PM1 (oo1,4)
perfect VD1 (oo1,4)

PM1 (oo1)
VD1(oo1),
VD2,VD3(oo1,x_65),
VD4, VD5 (x_65)

Initialization and prediction with obs1.



Rank �6�?1�
�� � ��� �6�?1�
�� � �(�

1 no matching
oo1 confirmed

PM1 (oo1)
VD1(oo1),
VD2,VD3(oo1,x_65),
VD4, VD5 (x_65)

Previously predicted activities �6�?1�
�� �"9$� are kept, as match-
ing with obs2 is impossible (constraint on speed not met).

Rank �6�?1�
�� � �(� �6�?1�
�� � � �

1 perfect
VD2 (oo1,4) (oo2,0)

VD2,VD3 (oo1,oo2),
VD4, VD5 (oo2)

2 partial(2)
VD3 (oo1,4) (oo2,0)

Correction and prediction with obs3: as predicted ac-
tivities have been kept, correction is possible. Notice
that the preference relation on predicted activities is
"flattened” (the set of the predicted activities from VD3
is included into the set of the predicted activities from VD2).

Rank �6�?1�
�� � � � �6�?1�
�� � �6�

1 unknown
obs4 (oo3,5) (oo2,0)

VD2,VD3 (oo1,oo2),
VD4, VD5 (oo2)

2 X_27(oo3,oo2)

obs4 includes a (possible) aberrant tiger. The observation
is kept within the situation as an unknown activity and
the corresponding predicted activity appears with variable
X_27 as a name. It is ranked as the least preferred predicted
activity, behind predicted activities �6�?1�
�� � � � that have been
kept.

Rank �6�?1�
�� � ��� �6�?1�
�� � �(�
1 perfect

VD4 (oo2)
VD4, VD5 (oo2)

Correction and prediction with obs5: as predicted activities
have been kept, correction is possible. The tiger is not
confirmed.

Rank �6�?1�
�� � �(� �6�?1�
�� � � �

1 perfect
VM1 (oo4,25)

VD4, VD5 (oo2)

2
partial(1)
VD5 (oo4,25)
VA1, VA2 (oo4,25)

VM1(oo4)

3

VD5 (oo4)
VA1,VA2,VA3 (oo4)
VA4,VA5(X_36,oo4)

obs6 concerns a new vehicle, and can be matched with
unpredicted activities. Nevertheless, the previously pre-
dicted activities �6�?1�
�� � ��� are kept as the most preferred ones.

Rank � � 1�
�� � �:� �6�?1�
�	 � �:�

1 partial(1)
VD5 (oo2) VD5 (oo2)

Correction and prediction with obs7: the new vehicle is
not confirmed by obs7. As previously predicted activities
have been kept, correction is possible with the observation
concerning object oo2.

Remark: as in this example the predicted activities are
kept just for one processing time, oscillations may be possi-
ble, e.g. if obs7 had concerned oo4 again, oo4 would have
been tracked and oo2 would have been forgotten. To avoid
this, several tracks may be kept in parallel.

Discussion and conclusion
Some features of KALMANSYMBO as it is now are currently
being discussed and investigated:
� Evolution models: as the state equation in Kalman filter-

ing, evolution models (activities and plans) play a central
role in KALMANSYMBO. For complex plans involving
parallel activities, possible choices and time (as e.g. in
aeronautics procedures), the Petri net formalism is fully
used. However, the case of loops in a plan has not been
considered yet.

� Relative importance of observations and predictions:
KALMANSYMBO as it is now gives greater importance
to observations – as matching has the priority. Neverthe-
less we have considered keeping the predicted activities
as such in the correction phase: what is still to be studied
is the evolution of the relative preferences of the matched
activities at time � 
 9 and of the predicted activities at
time � in relation to the kind of observations that may
come next.

� Prediction: the prediction process allows the observation
process to be focused on particular features and possi-
bly discriminate between several predicted activities. It
also allows several independent plans to be tracked – as
the predictions corresponding to (apparently) independent
agents can be separated and kept within independent pref-
erence relations.

� Adaptation: KALMANSYMBO allows various tracking
strategies to be implemented, depending on the appli-
cation. The degrees of freedom concern the matching
process, the relative preferences of the activities, the
horizon of prediction.

Present developments of KALMANSYMBO concern air-
craft pilots’s activities tracking, on the basis of flight proce-
dures (which constitute the evolution models, implemented
as predicate/transition timed Petri nets) and recorded flight
data (observations), the aim being to detect incident or ac-
cident precursors. KALMANSYMBO is part of GHOST, a
closed-loop system designed to track the pilot’s activities,
detect conflicts in their activities (Dehais 2002) and send rel-
evant countermeasures to the pilot to help them getting off
the conflict (see figure 4).
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Plans and activities for the car park example

plan VD: vehicle−departure

speed(y,w).diff(w,0)

speed(y,w).diff(w,0)

getting−closer−to(y,x)

plan PM : pedestrian−moving

getting−closer−to(x,exit)

type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).equal(v,0).

type(y, pedestrian).speed(y,w).diff(w,0)

type(y,pedestrian).missing(y)

PM1

type(y, pedestrian).speed(y,w).diff(w,0).
type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).equal(v,0)

type(y, pedestrian).

close−to(y, x)
type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).equal(v,0)
type(y, pedestrian). speed(y, w).

type(x, vehicle).
speed(x, v).equal(v,0).

type(y, pedestrian).speed(y, w).diff(w,0)

type(x, vehicle).
speed(x, v).diff(v,0).

type(y, pedestrian).type(x,vehicle).close−to(y,x)

type(y,pedestrian).missing(y)

type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).diff(v,0)

type(x,vehicle).missing(x)

type(y, pedestrian).speed(y,w).diff(w,0)

VD1

VD2

VD3

VD4

VD5

type(y, pedestrian).

planVA: vehicle−arrival

moving−away−from(y,x). on(x, parking−space)
type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).equal(v,0).

on(x,parking−space)

plan VM : vehicle−moving

moving−away−from(x,entrance)

speed(x, v).

type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).diff(v,0)

type(x,vehicle).missing(x)

VM1

close−to(x, parking−space)

type(x, vehicle).

type(x, vehicle).
speed(x, v).equal(v,0).

speed(x, v).diff(v,0).

type(x, vehicle).

type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).equal(v,0)
type(y, pedestrian).speed(y,w).

close−to(y, x). on(x, parking−space)

speed(x, v).diff(v,0).

type(y, pedestrian).speed(y, w).diff(w,0)

type(y, pedestrian).speed(y,w).diff(w,0)

type(y, pedestrian).type(x,vehicle).far−from(y,x)

type(y,pedestrian).missing(y)

type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).equal(v,0)

type(x, vehicle).speed(x,v).diff(v,0)

type(x, vehicle).close−to(x,parking−space)

VA1

VA2

VA3

VA4

VA5

type(x, vehicle).


